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Call
Strand or category

Support to European Cooperation Projects 2022
Small Scale Cooperation Projects

Cultural operator – who are you?
Name of organisation
Assoc. Archaea
Country
Spain
Organisation website
www.archaeacollective.com
Contact person
Michael Gutiérrez
Organisation type
Non-profit organization
Scale of the organization
Our members count with more than 20 years of professional
expertize in the artistic field. Newly created organization.
PIC number
886517824
Aims and activities of the
Artistic collective that aims for innovative ways of expression.
organisation
Our members come from different multidisciplinary
backgrounds such as music, performing arts, video art and
cinema, architecture, design, philosophy…
We look forward to synergies with artists all over the planet,
always focusing on innovation, authenticity and excellence.
Role of the organisation in
Project partner
the project
Previous EU grants
received
Proposed Creative Europe
Sector or field
Description or summary of
the proposed project

Partners currently involved
in the project

project – to which project are you looking for partners?
Performing arts
The piece we are developing explores human nature and orbits
around the question “Why don’t we understand each other?”.
We are really interested in interrogating why, as a human
species, we can excel and evolve in some areas, but yet still
struggle to comprehend and empathize with one another in
very basic ways.
This paradox of human evolution is what we want to explore
through a combination of dance, music, and digital art.
Ultimately, we want to unify dance with film, while taking
advantage of some state-of-the-art resources offered by
technology to create a live experience that is fully immersive.
Collectif Les Autres (France)

Partners searched – which type of partner are you looking for?
From country or region
Any country
Preferred field of expertise Digital artists, filming and DOPs, to expand the creative team
and to find the best way to shape this concept into a modern,
minimalistic, multidisciplinary piece.
We are also looking for a venue to premiere the piece. We’d
prefer a museum or a cultural centre with special care for the
human rights.

Please get in contact no
later than

We are really open to new ideas and want to ensure we build a
collaborative team to shape both the live and cinematic
elements.
18th of April 2022

Projects searched – are you interested in participating in other EU projects as a
partner?
Yes / no
Yes
Which kind of projects are
We’d like to participate in multidisciplinary projects, focused on
you looking for?
producing artistic pieces to be performed.
Publication of partner search
This partner search can be Yes
published?*

* By answering “yes” you confirm that the information provided can be shared publicly by the Creative Europe Desks
in the countries participating in the Creative Europe programme, in order to support your search for partners.

